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Getting started 

Define your Audience &  Goals 

Tools & Resources 

Get creative 

Measure for success 



Tools & Resources 

CREATING
CONTENT 

SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT

CONTENT
CALENDAR



CREATING CONTENT 

From Adobe creative suite to Canva, find
the tools that work best for you and your
organization's capacity. 

Pro tip: Ask about non profit discounts and
see how far a free license can get you.



CREATING CONTENT 

Stock photos and videos are nice -
photos and videos that reflect your
services are much better!



CREATING CONTENT 

Use tools like Grammarly to help you with
your copy. 

If you want to get fancy with your
copywriting, check out AI writing tools like
ChatGPT.



REMEMBER 

Keep it simple

Take advantage of open-source content
and free resources

There is always something new to learn



SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

Use a social media management platform
to schedule, publish, and manage your
content and ad campaigns across social
networks.

Pro tip: all of these companies have great free
learning tools and blog posts where you can find
lots of useful resources.

Buffer: Best on a Budget
Hootsuite: Best for Many Platforms
Sprout Social: Best for Analytics







SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

If you only manage one or two social
media platforms, you can use their
built-in content management tools.

For example, you can manage both,
Instagram and Facebook with
Facebook Business Manager 



SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

Set up a process that reflects your
capacity. 



CONTENT CALENDAR

Social media networks and accounts.
Date and time.
Social copy including hashtags and
links.
Media (GIFs, images, video, etc.)
Approval steps.
Space for collaboration and feedback
notes.

 Your content calendar should include 



WHAT TO POST? 3P'S

 People 

Pro tip: Don't overthink!

Projects  

Passions 



What does this all look like

Photos, graphics,
videos.

GET
CREATIVE  -
THIS IS THE
FUN PART! remember your key

messages and your
audience.

WRITING 
EFFECTIVE
COPY

How does this
compare to your plan? 

SCHEDULE
YOUR
CONTENT

Interact with your
audience! 

KEEP THE
ENGAGEMENT  
GOING Being pro-active vs

reactive 

PLAN YOUR
CONTENT 



Size content to fit the platform

Would you interact with this content?

If it can go on the caption, don't put it on
the graphic

GET CREATIVE  - KEEP THIS IN MIND









Before you start: 

DEFINE YOUR
AUDIENCE 

SET YOUR
GOALS 



DEFINE YOUR AUDIENCE 

Beneficiaries/ recipients of the
organization’s services/programs
Potential volunteers
Prospective donors

Primary

Conduits to your ideal donor
Friends of your primary audience

Secondary



SET YOUR GOALS 

Followers, Engagement Per Post, Profile
Visits

Example:
By April 30th, 500 followers on Instagram, >20 likes
per post, 10 profile visits.
100 Facebook followers, >5 likes per post, 20 clicks to
my website.
100 TikTok Followers, 500 Likes, 20 videos posted

What are real-world outcomes that matter
to your organization?



Measure for success - What
are the numbers telling you?
Strategy Adjustment 



Likes & Follows 



Page & Profile Visits 



Reach







Your Questions 

 1. Most video editors I am finding have a
fee (other than Canva). Are there other
programs you can suggest or tips you
have for creating reels and short videos
easily?







Your Questions 

 2. What is the best way to locate a
different company to host a non-profit
website and keep it up to date?



Your Questions 

 3. How often must you post to social
media to be considered "active"?



Your Questions 

 4. With platforms changing how they
operate, what is the best social media
strategy...1-2 platforms? none?



Your Questions 

 4. My question is regarding Twitter since
I know that they have dissolved the
HR/diversity department so that people
with disabilities are no longer
accommodated to even make a
complaint. Which social media do you
think is the best for addressing
accessibility issues?



Your Questions 

6. Thoughts on negative comments;
should they be hidden? Replied to?
Ignored?



Your Questions 
7. My biggest question regarding social media for
nonprofits is a few tips for effectively handling rude
comments to posts related to your organization's specific
work, or larger mission. Ex. Working to help newcomers
settle in the community, and comments that question
efforts to raise funds or request donations when other
non-newcomers are struggling, too. Or just outright rude
comments that aren't asking but stating they oppose the
work your organization does. What works best for
deescalating? Is it worth engaging and giving reasons?
Responding publicly in comments or moving to DMs?



Your Questions 

8. How important is it to make regular
social media posts? Should we be trying
to post weekly??



Your Questions 

9. I'm curious to know the demographics
for different social media platforms, and
in particular ones that are used by older
adults - 40-49, 50-59 and 60+.


